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a b s t r a c t

We report the results of an investigation of the properties of the networks formed by the
cross-correlations of the daily and weekly index changes of 143 stock market indices from
59 different countries. Analysis of the asset graphs, minimum spanning trees (MST) and
planar maximally filtered graphs (PMFG) of the afermentioned networks confirms that
globalization has been increasing in recent years. North American and European markets
are observed to be much more strongly connected among themselves compared to the
integration with the other geographical regions. Surprisingly, the integration of East Asian
markets among themselves as well as to the Western markets is found to be rather weak.
MST and PMFG of both daily and weekly return correlations indicates that the clustering of
the indices is mostly geographical. The French fsbf250 index is found to be most important
node of the MST and PMFG based on several graph centrality measures.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Stock correlation networks, which are formed by taking the correlation matrix of the stock returns as the weighted
adjacencymatrix of a graph, have beenuseful tools in the efforts of the econophysics community to characterize the structure
of the financial markets. One of the first studies in graph-theoretic aspects of financial return fluctuations is the minimal
spanning tree (MST) work of Mantegna [1] who has shown that the MST of the network formed from the correlation matrix
of the stock returns has a cluster structure that closely follow the sectorial differentiation of the stocks. The minimum
spanning tree has been used to analyze the character of correlations among the stocks of a market (such as USA [1,2], UK [3],
Korea [4], Japan [5]), among the stocks of different stock exchanges (USA and UK), main indices of the markets of a union
(EU) [6] and indices of different countries [7,8] in dynamical as well as static contexts. The main findings of these studies
can be summarized as an observation of clustering based on the sectorial grouping of the stocks in single market studies
and a geographical clustering in correlations of different country studies. Dynamical MST studies suggests an increase in the
integration of the world markets as evidenced by a decreasing mean length of the MST in recent years. Bonanno et al. [7]
have studied the correlations among 51 world indices by using MST and found the clusterings are based on geographical
proximity. Coelho et al. [8] have investigated dynamical MST for a set of 53 world indices which confirmed the mainly
geographical grouping as well as the increasing integration of world markets. Gilmore et al. [6] considered the properties
of MST formed from 21 stock indices from the stock exchange markets of the European Union countries for the period
1999–2006 and found that either Germany or France is the center of the market while Eastern European markets are not
strongly connected to the core. McDonald et al. [9] has analyzed the dynamics of the relationship between the currencies of
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the major economical powers by using MST and found a clear regional clustering. Currency correlations were also studied
by Gorski et al. for 60 countries by using the same technique [10].
MST is only one of the many procedures to filter information out of the cross-correlation matrix which contains

N(N − 1)/2 unique elements for a system of N elements [11]. Other filtering procedures, such as comparison with random
matrix theory [11–13] and procedures based on the concept of shrinkage of a correlation matrix [14,15], are also used.
Also, other graph-theoretical filtering procedures, such as asset graphs [16,17] and the planar maximally filtered graph
(PMFG) [18] are used to investigate the information content of the correlation matrices.
The aim of the present study is to investigate the clustering properties of the networks formed by the cross-correlations

of the fluctuations in the market and sector indices of a large number of stock exchange markets around the world. In
particular, we analyze the spanning graph order, number of clusters, MST and PMFG of the networks formed from 143
indices of markets in 59 countries. We study both daily and weekly fluctuations to account for the nonsynchronous nature
of trading in different markets.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 the data and the main graph theoretical tools, such as clustering,

spanned graph order, theMST and PMFG and the centralitymeasures that are used in the present study are presented briefly.
Our findings are displayed and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper with a summary of the main results.

2. Data and methodology

2.1. Data

In the present study, we use both daily and weekly return series for the 143 indices from the markets of 59 different
countries between 7th of June 1995 and 8th of February 2008. The data is taken from DataStream servers and a list of index
codes and country of origin is presented in the Appendix. The daily series contain 3200 returns while the weekly data have
520 points for each index. For the time dependent studies, we use a time window of 1000 days (200 weeks) with a sliding
window of 20 days (4 weeks) for the daily (weekly) data which provides 116 time steps.

2.2. Methodology

The stock networks are formed based on the value of the elements of the the cross-correlation matrix (C) of the indices.
The (i, j)th element of C is the average cross-correlation between the indices i and j and is defined as:

Cij(τ ) =
〈rirj〉 − 〈ri〉〈rj〉√(

〈r2i 〉 − 〈ri〉2
) (
〈r2j 〉 − 〈rj〉2

) . (1)

Here, the log return of the index i for a time lag τ is given by ri(τ ) = ln S(t + τ) − ln S(t) where S(t) is the value of the
index at time t . The average is taken over the time and τ = 1 day or τ = 1 week in the present study.
The idea of correlation matrix as describing the adjacency matrix of a network with nodes as the stocks or the indices

and the connection weight between the nodes as the correlation values of the corresponding stock or index returns can
be traced to Mantegna’s study [1]. Since −1 ≤ Cij ≤ 1, it is not possible to use the correlation coefficient as the distance
between the edges directly, rather the edge distance is defined as dij =

√
2(1− Cij)which has the range 0 ≤ dij ≤ 2.

The adjacency matrix D has N(N − 1)/2 (where N is the number of indices) different elements and describes a fully
connected network which is not be very interesting by itself. Several methods have been proposed to filter the correlation
based networks, such as theminimum spanning tree (MST) [1], asset graphs [16,17] and the planarmaximally filtered graph
(PMFG) [18]. Wewill consider two different types of analysis of the network described byD: First we consider the clustering
properties of the asset graph of D as a function of the number of connected edges. The spanned graph order and number
of clusters of the empirical network are compared to those of random graphs and the differences between the two are
examined as an indication of the information content of the correlation matrix [17]. The second group of analysis are based
on the filtering of the fully connected graph according to the spanning of the graph. The most drastic filtering scheme is
the MST approach which involves choosing the strongest correlations in such a way that the obtained connected graph of
N stocks or indices is an acyclic graph with N − 1 edges. The PMFG approach is similar to the MST one in philosophy and
forms a planar graph with 3N − 6 edges which contains the MST as a subgraph [18]. PMFG, unlike MST, allows loops and
cliques and provides richer sub-structures.
The minimum spanning trees (by using Prim’s algorithm [19]) and the planar maximally filtered graphs as well as node

and edge centrality measures of these graphs are obtained with the help of yFiles graph library [20].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Distribution of correlation coefficients

The distribution of the elements of the matrix C is displayed in Fig. 1 as function of time for weekly and daily returns.
The distribution of correlation coefficients is highly non-normal as can be seen from the Fig. 1. The reason for the

non-normality is partly due to the choice of the data set used in the present study. Some of the considered indices track
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the correlation coefficients for the daily and weekly returns. Correlation axis on the weekly graph is 1+ C .

Fig. 2. The time evolution of descriptive statistics of daily (straight line) and weekly (dash-dotted line) returns.

overlapping stocks or markets and have high correlation coefficients while some of the indices are very isolated in terms
of the integration with the world markets. The time evolution of descriptive statistics of Cijs as a whole are shown in Fig. 2.
Both the weekly and the daily correlation coefficients indicate an increase in the average correlations among the different
members of the studied index set in the recent years. The average of weekly return correlations is found to be higher than
that of daily returns. Another interesting observation from Fig. 2 is the change in the average volatility; while the volatility
in weekly return correlations have decreased, the mean value of volatility in daily return correlations has been increasing
recently. We have divided the indices into four groups according to the geographical location as North America (33 indices),
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(a) Daily (b) Weekly

Fig. 3. The time evolution of mean intra- and inter-regional correlation coefficients of (a) daily and (b) weekly returns.

Europe (49 indices), Asia+Pacific Region (42 indices) and Other (19 indices) to investigate the regional trends. The time
evolution of mean value of the intra- and inter-regional correlation coefficients as function of time is displayed in Fig. 3(a)
and (b) for daily and weekly return series respectively. One general observation from the figure is the Epps effect [21] which
states that correlation for longer time intervals is higher than shorter ones; weekly correlations are found to be higher
than daily correlations for the present data set. The one of the most important findings from the figure is an increase in
correlation coefficient starting from the year 2006 in both daily and weekly return series. In both cases, North American
indices have the highest inter-correlations. For the daily return series, intra-regional correlations for North America, Asia
and Europe are found to be higher than inter-regional ones which is probably due to the common trading time. The group
Other contains indices from South America, Africa and Middle East which are geographically well-separated and the inter-
regional correlation of this group is found to be very similar to intra-correlation of it with Europe and North American
group for the daily returns. For the weekly returns case, the group Other has higher average correlation with Europe and
North America groups than among its members. Interestingly, weekly North American–Europe correlations are found to be
comparable and sometimes higher than intra-European correlations (Fig. 3(b)).

3.2. Clustering properties

Clustering of the graph as a function of the proportion of the connected edges is an indication of the amount of information
in the correlations [17]. Let p = 2n/N(N − 1) where N is the total number and n the number of connected nodes. We will
consider the behavior of spanned graph order and number of cluster as function of p and compare the empirical findings
with those of random graphs.
Spanned graph order (SGO) is defined as the ratio of the number of nodes with node degrees greater than or equal to one

the total number of nodes. Spanned graph order of the asset graph as function of p is shown in Fig. 4(a) for daily and weekly
data. We have plotted all 116 + 116 daily and weekly SGOs along with the mean values of the daily and weekly data and
SGO of the average random graph formed by averaging the shuffled daily and weekly return data. The figure indicates that
the SGO of the empirical data is almost independent of the time and type of the return for p > 0.01; SGO of all 232 daily and
weekly display a near-linear tendency towards the maximum value of 1 as p changes from 0.01 to 1. The main difference
between the random and empirical data is in the same p region. While the random graph is found to be fully connected at
p = 0.068 the spanned graph order of the empirical graph is≈0.8 at p = 0.068. The empirical graphs do not become fully
connected until p = 0.97. The overall behavior of SGO for the world market index correlations is similar to the SGO of 477
stock prices investigated by Onnela et al. [17] with the exception that both the random and the empirical graphs of Ref. [17]
are fully connected at lower values of p (0.012 and 0.6).
The number of clusters for the empirical and random graphs are plotted as a function of p in Fig. 4(b). The number of

clusters increases as new edges are added to the graph until a certain value of p, and decreases afterwards as the newly
added edges connect the previously unconnected clusters which leads to a wholly connected graph with a single cluster.
As is also indicated by the spanned graph order, the random graph becomes fully connected at a smaller number of total
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a

b

Fig. 4. Graph spanning order (a) and cluster size distribution (b) as function of ratio of added edges to the possible edges (p). wi (di) in subgraph (b)
indicates weekly (daily) graph at ith time period.

edges compared to the empirical graph. We have observed no noteworthy and categorical differences among the cluster
distributions based on data being weekly or daily returns or depending on the time of the period. One might speculate that
the information content of the correlation matrix is related to the difference between the spanned graph order and number
of clusters for the empirical and random graphs in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

3.3. Minimum spanning trees and Planar maximum filtered graphs

The planar maximum filtered graph (PMFG) and the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the daily and weekly cross-
correlation data averaged over the whole time period (1995–2008) is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
The MST of the daily return correlations shows that the clustering is almost exclusively based on the geography. Well

separated American, Asia–Pacific and European clusters are visible in Fig. 5. A number of UK FTSE indices, French FSF250,
German DAX indices, Valueline (USA) and Hangseng (Hongkong) index form themain trunk of the daily minimum spanning
tree. North–South American is found to be through the link between WileyEqty and Mexican IPX35 index. New Zealand
and Australian indices form a subsgroup within the Asian cluster while Israeli indices are found to be clustered with the
European group. A number of small indices are found to be exception to the geographical clustering; for example, Pakistani
index is in European cluster, Eygptian indices are clusteredwith Asian ones and Jordanian index is found to be clusteredwith
the Indian indices. A similar findingwas reported by Ref. [16] and attributed to the fact that these indices are correlated very
weakly with the world markets, so their place in the MST is somewhat random.
The MST and PMFG of weekly returns, which is displayed in Fig. 6 shows an overall similarity but a number of important

differences compared to the daily MST. Although the clustering is still largely geographically based, the American cluster
is found to grow in influence; Israeli as well as Australia/New Zealand and some Japanese indices are found to be in the
large and loose American cluster while Europe and Asia forms the two other large clusters. Indices of Indian, Eygptian and
Jordanian markets are found to be in the European cluster. The reason for the change in the clustering of the markets might
be related to the trading time of the differentmarkets. If one looks at the trading time as aweek, therewould be enough time
for the markets that have strong economical ties to develop the correlations. This finding is supported also by the relatively
higher mean correlation of the weekly returns compared to that of the daily returns. The role of market synchronization in
the regional clustering of market indices can be studied by looking at the lagged cross-correlations of the daily returns or
the decompostion of the weekly returns as suggested by Toth and Kertesz [22] which is outside the scope of the present
study.
PMFG andMST are gradual filtered versions of the graph formed by the index correlations and comparing the descriptive

statistical properties of them to those of the whole data set would provide insight. The time dependent descriptive statistics
of the correlation of edges selected by minimum spanning tree and planarity algorithms are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),
respectively. If one compares these figures with those in Fig. 2, the following conclusions can be drawn: All three sets
of average correlations indicate an increase in correlations among the world indices starting approximately in mid-2003.
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Fig. 5. Planar maximum filtered graph (PMFG) of the daily correlations in the period 1995–2008 for the 143 indices. The edges of MST are drawn
darker than those edges of PMFG which are not in the MST. The size of the nodes is proportional to the degree of the vertex, while the thickness of
the edges is proportional to the edge betweenness of the connection in the PMFG. The graph is drawn with the Cytoscape network visualization tool
(http://www.cytoscape.org).

The weekly average correlations are higher than daily ones. The minimum spanning tree has the highest average which is
expected because its construction algorithm chooses minimum distances (maximum correlation). PMFG averages are close
to the MST ones although the number of PMFG edges (3N − 6) is almost three times those of MST (N − 1). This finding
indicates that the information gleaned from MST and PMFG are similar.

3.4. Centrality in MST and PMFG

The importance of the nodes in a graph can be quantified by using a large number of different centrality measures; we
have considered degree, node betweenness, graph and closeness centrality measures of the nodes forming the PMFG. The
degree centrality is a simple measure which is equal to the number of connection of given node; it does not involve any
graph-wide parameters. Betweenness centrality describes the position of the node in connection with being on the shortest
paths and is defined as

CB(ν) =
∑
s6=ν 6=t

σst(ν)

σst

where σst is the number of shortest paths from the node s to t and σst(ν) is the number of those that passes though the node
ν. So, CB(ν) is an indication of the importance of the node ν in the whole graph. Closeness centrality of a node is defined as
the average of shortest path length between the node and all the other nodes as:

CC (ν) =
1∑

t
dG(ν, t)

where dG(ν, t) is the shortest path length between the nodes ν and t .
The node centrality measures (degree, closeness, graph and betweenness) for the PMFG andMST of the daily and weekly

data averaged over the entire period are calculated and displayed for the highest ranking five indices in Tables 1 and 2.
Although there are differences in the ranking based on the type of centrality measure, type of subgraph and type of return,
over all the measures, French (fsbf250 and frcac40), British (ft*) and the US (kcvlari, wileqty, nyseall and frussl*) indices
seem to form the highest ranking nodes for both PMFG and MST. One would expect German and Japanese indices to be
more important based on economical size and the trade relations arguments, but similar studies on European indices [6]
and world indices [7,8] have found a French centric graph.

http://www.cytoscape.org
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for weekly returns.

Table 1
The five highest ranking nodes of average daily PMFG and MST according to degree, node betweenness, graph and closeness centrality measures.

Degree cent Close cent Graph cent Node between
Index Score Index Score Index Score Index Score

PMFG

fsbf250 1.000 fsbf250 1.000 ft250va 1.000 fsbf250 1.000
wileqty 0.767 frcac40 0.962 ftallsh 0.954 wileqty 0.675
ftsesco 0.700 ft250va 0.955 mdaxidx 0.954 ftsesco 0.479
hngkngi 0.667 ftallsh 0.945 ftse100 0.933 ftallsh 0.427
austold 0.633 ftse100 0.922 ftsesco 0.914 ft250va 0.370

MST

ftsesco 1.000 fsbf250 1.000 ft250va 1.000 fsbf250 1.000
totmksg 0.644 ftallsh 0.987 ftsesco 0.946 ft250va 0.808
fsbf250 0.546 ft250va 0.967 ftallsh 0.911 ftsesco 0.783
hngkngi 0.513 frcac40 0.966 mdaxidx 0.903 ftallsh 0.748
mxipc35 0.469 ftse100 0.959 ftse100 0.899 kcvlari 0.701

Edge betweenness measure of the centrality of an edge in a graph is an indication of the importance of the edge. The
calculated edge betweenness of the edges of PMFG and MST of Figs. 5 and 6 are displayed in Table 3. On the daily basis, the
most important edges of PMFG are the USA–France, France–UK and UK–Hongkong while weekly data suggests USA–France,
Holland–France, USA–Hongkong as the most important connections. MST edge betweenness values indicate a more local
(mostly European formed by French, German and British indices) character for the daily return data. For the weekly average
MST USA–UK–France–Holland connections are highest ranked according to the edge betweenness measure.
We have investigated the dynamics of node and edge centralitymeasures and displayed the node betweenness, closeness

centrality and node degree centrality measures as function of time for the daily and weekly MST and PMFG Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively. The δT is 40 days (or 8 weeks) (two times its value in the rest of the study) in both of the plots for the space
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(a) MST (b) PMFG

Fig. 7. Time dependent descriptive statistics for theminimum spanning tree (a) and planar maximally filtered graph (b) for daily (straight) and the weekly
return data (dot-dashed lines).

Table 2
Same as Table 1 for weekly returns.

Degree cent Close cent Graph cent Node between
Index Score Index Score Index Score Index Score

PMFG

nlalshr 1.000 wileqty 1.000 ftallsh 1.000 fsbf250 1.000
wileqty 0.955 nyseall 0.998 ftse100 0.998 wileqty 0.948
nyseall 0.909 ftallsh 0.988 nyseall 0.961 nyseall 0.901
fsbf250 0.818 frussl3 0.974 frussl1 0.930 nlalshr 0.740
mdaxidx 0.727 frussl1 0.972 s&pcomp 0.930 ftallsh 0.633

MST

fsbf250 1.000 ftallsh 1.000 ftallsh 1.000 ftallsh 1.000
nyseall 1.000 nyseall 0.973 nlalshr 0.999 nyseall 0.909
mdaxidx 1.000 ftse100 0.969 ftse100 0.982 nlalshr 0.676
tset500 0.833 s&pcomp 0.933 fsbf250 0.933 fsbf250 0.610
totmksg 0.833 nlalshr 0.930 sitotmk 0.923 s&pcomp 0.528

Table 3
The highest ranked five edges for PMFG and MST based on the edge betweenness values for daily and weekly returns.

Daily Weekly
Edge Score Edge Score

PMFG

wileqty-fsbf250 1.000 wileqty-fsbf250 1.000
ftallsh-ftsesco 0.661 nyseall-fsbf250 0.891
ftallsh-fsbf250 0.577 nlalshr-fsbf250 0.884
ft250va-fsbf250 0.521 asxaord-nyseall 0.861
ftsesco-hngkngi 0.491 hngkngi-nyseall 0.665

MST

ftallsh-fsbf250 1.000 ftallsh-nyseall 1.000
ft250va-ftallsh 0.995 nlalshr-ftallsh 0.875
ft250va-ftsesco 0.946 nlalshr-fsbf250 0.778
daxindx-fsbf250 0.868 nyseall-s&pcomp 0.720
daxindx-kcvlari 0.857 frussl1-s&pcomp 0.673

considerations and we have displayed time evolution of the ranking for only those indices which have been the highest
ranking node in at least one time window for the considered centrality measure.
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Fig. 8. Time dependence of centrality measures node betweenness (NB) closeness centrality (CC) and node degrees for the minimum spanning tree of the
world index correlation network. Red, green and blue colors indicate the first, second, and the third highest ranking. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for the planar maximal filtered graph. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

The ranking of nodes of MST according to the considered centrality measures have been found to show considerable
difference for the weekly and daily return series. As can be seen from Fig. 8(b), French fsfb250 is the most central node
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a

b

Fig. 10. Survival properties of the weekly and daily survival rates for the MST and PMFG. (a) Shows the survival of the edges of the first period MST and
PMFG for the rest of the time period while (b) shows single step survival ratio. Horizontal lines on (b) are the mean of corresponding time series.

according to node betweenness and closeness centrality measures for the daily return data for most of the 1999–2008
period. For the daily data set, surprisingly, UK ftsesco (FTSE Small Cap Index) is the highest ranked node in terms of the node
degrees for thewhole period.While in the earlier periodGermandax andAmericanwiletywere themost central nodes of the
PMFG, the French fsbf250 index has been the most central index since around 2005 according to both centrality measures.
Timing of the centrality changes found here are consistent with the European and World studies of the MST.

3.5. Survival ratio

The survival ratio is a measure of the robustness of the edges in the network and is defined as the ratio of the number of
edges that exist in two different time steps to the total number of edges in the graph. We have studied the time dependence
of the survival of the edges that were in the MST and PMFG of the first time period through the whole period considered in
the present study and display it in Fig. 10(a). Survival dynamics of daily and weekly data for both of the subgraphs exhibit
similar behavior: survival ratio decreases from ≈90% to ≈50% in the first three years and remains around 50% for the rest
of the time period.
The single step survival ratio is obtained when the time steps are consecutive. The single step survival ratio of the daily

andweeklyMST and PMFG are shown in Fig. 10(b). The single step survival ratio is found to be quite high for both theweekly
and daily subgraphs. The average survival ratio for the daily data (0.95 for MST, 0.91 for PMFG) is found to be somewhat
higher than that of the weekly data (0.92 for MST, 0.87 for PMFG). The edges of both MST and PMFG are found to be highly
robust as indicated by the high single step survival ratios as well as long survival times in Fig. 10(a) and (b).

3.6. Properties of PMFG cliques

One important difference between MST and PMFG is that PMFG can contain 3- and 4-cliques which are defined as the
subgraphs whose elements are all connected to each other [18]. One might have a better understanding of the market
correlations by studying the clique structure and its change with time. The number of allowed 3- and 4-cliques in a PMFG
with n nodes are 3n − 8 and n − 3, respectively on the topological grounds [18]. We have investigated the properties of
4-cliques and plot the survival distribution of 4-cliques of daily and weekly PMFG in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. The
survival distribution here is defined as the number of times a particular 4-clique exists in 116 time steps. The total number
of 4-cliques for the daily (weekly) PMFG is found to be 2620 (1957) out of a possible ((n − 3)Nt = 140 × 116 = 16 240)
4-cliques. The small ratio of realized cliques to the possible cliques indicates that the 4-cliques represent real information
about the details of the studied data set. The total number of 4-cliques for weekly data being less than that of daily data
might be related to the Epps effect. Also, the number of 4-cliques that are existent for the entire time period for the weekly
data (10) is higher than the daily data (7). The 4-cliques that exist for the whole 116 time windows are mostly the cliques
formed from the subindices that track the somewhat overlapping stocks, as expected. Australia, Nasdaq, Tokyo and Israeli
4-cliques show up in both the daily and theweekly PMFG for thewhole 116 timewindow. Only cross-country 4-cliques that
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(a) Daily

(b) Weekly

Fig. 11. Survival distribution of 4-cliques for (a) daily and (b) weekly return correlation PMFGs.

exist for the whole period are three 4-cliques formed between the French and Italian ([fsfbf250, mibteli, itmib30, itmidex]
and [fsfb250, frcac40, mibteli, itmib30]) and French and Spanish ([fsfb250, ibexi30, frcac40, totmkes]) indices. The French
fsfbf250 index seem to be an important node, as is also discussed above in connection with the centrality measures of MST
and PMFG.

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed the daily and weekly return correlations among the 143 indices from the stock exchanges markets of
59 countries by using the minimum spanning tree, planar maximally filtered graph and the clustering concepts. The most
important findings of the present study can be summarized as: mean value of correlations as well as the sub-correlations
chosen by theMST and PMFG algorithms indicate an increasing integration of the international markets. Both theminimum
spanning tree and PMFG exhibit mostly geography based clustering behavior, especially for the daily return data, which
is an expected finding because geographically close countries, generally, are similar in economical development and their
markets have synchronous trading time. The analysis of graph and edge centrality measures as well as the properties of
4-cliques of PMFG indicates that French fsbf250 is the most central index for the studied data set.
An examination of clustering concepts, spanned graph order and number of clusters as a function of p for empirical data

indicates that these two measures have a very similar structure for both daily and weekly returns at different times. Also,
the p-dependence of the spanned graph order and the number of clusters for the empirical network is found to be quite
different compared to those of the random graphs which indicates that there is an appreciable amount of information in the
correlation matrix.
The single step survival properties for the edges of the MST and PMFG show that both of the subgraphs are very robust;

around 90% of the edges are preserved in consecutive time steps. Multi-step survival ratio indicates that, about the half of
the edges survive even after 10 years.

Appendix

Datastream codes and country of origins of the analyzed indices: Argentina: ARGMERV, Australia: ASXAORD, AUSTOLD,
ASX100I, ASX20LD, Austria: ATXINDX, ATXIN5Z, Belgium: TOTMKBG, BGMIDCP, Brazil: TELFLBR, BRIEEIN, Canada: TTOSP60,
TTOCOMP, Czech Republic: CZPX50I, Chile: IGPAGEN, IPSASEL, China: CHASHR, CHSBSHR, CHSCOMP, CHZASHR, CHZASUB,
CHZBSHR, CHZBSUB, CHZCOMP, Columbia: TOTMKCB, Denmark: TOTMKDK, Eygpt: EGHRMGL, EGHRMPB, Estonia: ESARIPA,
FINLAND: TOTMFN, France: FRCAC40, FSBF250, Germany: DAX200A, DAXINDX, DAX40AV, MDAXIDX, SDAXIDX, Greece:
TOTMKGR, Hungary: BUXINDX, TOTMKHN, Hongkong: HNGKNGI, HKHCHAF, HKHCHIE, HKHSFIN, Iceland: ICEX15I,
ICEXALL, India: IBOMBSE, IBOM200, IBOMSEN, Indonesia: JAKCOMP, Ireland: TOTMKIR, Israel: ISTA100, ISTGNRL, ISTGENS,
ISTMAOF, Italy: ITMIB30, MIBTELI, ITMIDEX, Japan: JAPDOWA, NIKI300, JAPA500, JAPOTCI, TOKYOSE, TSET100, TSET500,
TSECR30, TSELG70, TSEM400, TSESCOS, Jordan: AMMANFM, Kenya: NSEINDX, Korea: KORCOMP, KOR200I, Luxemburg:
TOTMKLX, Malaysia: KLPCOMP, Mexico: MXBANAM, MXIPC35, Morocco: MDCFG25, Netherland: AMSMKAP, AMSMKAZ,
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NLALSHR, Norway: TOTMKNW, New Zealand: NZSEALL, NZ10CAP, Pakistan: PKSE100, Peru: TOTMKPE, Philippines:
PSECOMP, Poland: TOTMKPO, Portugal: POPSI20, POPSIGN, Russia: TOTMKRS, RSAKMCO, Singapore: TOTMKSG, Slovakia:
SXSAX12, Slovenia: SLOESBI, Spain: IBEX35I, TOTMKES, Sweden: SWEDOMX, SWSEALI, Switzerland: SWLARGE, SWISSMI,
SITOTMK, Taiwan: TAIWGHT, Thailand: BNGKSET, TOTMKTH, Turkey: TRKISTB, TOTMKTK, UK: FTSE100, FT250VA, FTALLSH,
FTSESCO, USA: AMXCOMP, AMXINST, AMXMAJM, AMXOILS, DJCMP65, DJINDUS, DJTRSPT, DJUTILS, WILEQTY, NASA100,
NASBANK, NASBIOT, NASCOMP, NASCMPT, NASDFIN, NASINDS, NASINSR, NASFINS, NASTELC, NASTRAN, PHLXXAU,
PHLXSOX, PHLXUTY, FRUSSL1, FRUSSL2, FRUSSL3, S&P100I, S&PMIDC, S&PCOMP, KCVLARI, NYSEALL, Venezuela: TOTMKVE.
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